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Realworld example provides tips for controlling backlash
in your design
Being so crucial in the determination of size
and selection of a power supply, electric friction
braking systems must be factored into machine
designs from the getgo.
While this case study, featured in Power
Transmission magazine, focuses on the use of
a Deltran SB Series spring set friction brake in
a mammography system design, its learnings
can be easily applied to a handful of devices.
Water handling systems, conveyors, robotic
systems, and rotary and linear actuators also
can be fitted with electric brakes to hold their
loads in place when the power is off or
disrupted.

Explore Friction Brakes >

Read the article >

Webinar Recording
Advancements in Actuator
Synchronization: How Your
Applications Can Benefit
In a perfect world, your machines would
always be prepared for unexpected
circumstances such as uneven loads.
Unfortunately, these instances are more
common than machine designers would like.
To help combat them, listen to our latest
recorded webinar to learn about the latest
advancements in clean, electromechanical
actuator synchronization. We discuss how
this technology enables machine designs
to handle uneven loads, integrate
movement of multiple end points and
convert heavier loads than you ever thought
possible with a single, electromechanical axis
to synchronized, easytocontrol solutions.

Access the Webinar Now >

Move Loads up to 16 kN with
New Electrak® HD Actuators
The popular Thomson Electrak HD line of
smart electromechanical actuators has been
expanded to increase designers’ flexibility in
handling applications demanding higher load
capacity, including hydraulictoelectric
conversions.
Higher load ranges up to 16 kN (3600
lbs.).
Stroke lengths up to 1 m (39 in.) / 500
mm (20 in.) for 16 kN.

Explore Electrak HD
Options >
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